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We propose a mechanism for the generation of pure superconducting spin-current carried by equal-spin triplet
Cooper pairs in a superconductor (S) sandwiched between a ferromagnet (F) and a normal metal (Nso) with in-
trinsic spin-orbit coupling. We show that in the presence of Landau Fermi-liquid interactions the superconduct-
ing proximity effect can induce non-locally a ferromagnetic exchange field in the normal layer, which disappears
above the superconducting transition temperature of the structure. The internal Landau Fermi-liquid exchange
field leads to the onset of a spin supercurrent associated with the generation of long-range spin-triplet supercon-
ducting correlations in the trilayer. We demonstrate that the magnitude of the spin supercurrent as well as the
induced magnetic order in the Nso layer depends critically on the superconducting proximity effect between the
S layer and the F and Nso layers and the magnitude of the relevant Landau Fermi-liquid interaction parameter.
We investigate the effect of spin flip processes on this mechanism. Our results demonstrate the crucial role of
Landau Fermi-liquid interaction in combination with spin-orbit coupling for the creation of spin supercurrent in
superconducting spintronics, and give a possible explanation of a recent experiment utilizing spin-pumping via
ferromagnetic resonance [Jeon et al., Nat. Mat. 17, 499 (2018)].
I. INTRODUCTION
The generation of pure spin currents in superconducting
devices via equal-spin Cooper pairs is one of the main chal-
lenges of superconducting spintronics.1–3 Contrary to singlet
Cooper pairs, equal-spin Cooper pairs are triplet coherent
states composed of pairs of electrons with equal spin projec-
tions on a given quantization axis and carry both charge and
spin. The generation of spin-triplet correlations is a conse-
quence of the interaction between a superconducting (S) ma-
terial with a spin magnetized material, e.g. a ferromagnet
(F).1–11 In the vicinity of the S/F interface, the presence of an
exchange field induces a spin mixing process1,12–15 leading to
short-range triplet correlations due to triplet Cooper pairs with
zero spin projection.1,2,6–8,10 Equal-spin Cooper pairs are the
±1 spin projection pairs (also called long-range triplet corre-
lations) and can be produced in superconducting devices with
magnetic inhomogeneities1–3,7,16 of different nature: mis-
aligned ferromagnetic magnetization,17–19 magnetic domain
walls16,20–25 or spin-polarized interfaces.1,15,26,27 Long-range
triplets correlations also exist in S devices involving fully spin
polarized materials like half-metals (HM).15,28 or materials
exhibiting spin-orbit coupling (SOC)29–32 Non-equilibrium
spin-injection techniques in combination with direct measure-
ment of transport properties were used to create and observe
equal-spin Cooper pairs in mesoscopic devices.33–38 Inves-
tigated properties include spin and charge decoupling,36,37
enhanced spin relaxation time,39–41 and a giant spin-orbit
interaction42 but a direct observation of pure spin currents car-
ried by equal-spin Cooper pairs has remained elusive.
A recent ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) experiment in
Nso/S/F/S/Nso devices, where Nso is a metallic layer exhibit-
ing intrinsic spin-orbit coupling, could provide the first evi-
dence of pure spin supercurrent carried by equal-spin Cooper
pairs.43 Precession of the ferromagnet’s magnetization close
to the ferromagnetic resonance induces a flow of a pure
spin current from the F layer into the adjacent non-magnetic
material.44,45 In S/F and S/F/S devices, it has been observed46
and demonstrated47 that the amplitude of the injected spin cur-
rent decreases below the superconducting critical temperature
Tc because singlet Cooper pairs do not carry spin and thus lead
to an effective spin-blocking. This result has been extended to
the cases when the S layer is capped by a metallic spin-sink
layer.47 Nevertheless, it has recently been demonstrated that
an increase of the amplitude of the injected spin current takes
place below Tc in Pt/Nb/Py/Nb/Pt systems where the S layer
(here Nb) is capped by a metallic layer exhibiting strong spin-
orbit coupling (here Pt).43 The increase of spin current below
Tc occurs for small thicknesses of the S layer of the order of
the superconducting coherence length, which emphasizes the
crucial role of the S proximity effect. Thus it is natural to as-
sume that this increase of the injected spin current below Tc is
explained in terms of transport of spin by equal-spin Cooper
pairs. For the effect to be appreciable, the triplet correlations
that appear in the ferromagnetic Py region by proximity effect
should be long-range, i.e. equal spin pairs with respect to the
magnetization axis.
However, the underlying mechanism that explains the on-
set of the long-range correlations in this structure is not clear.
The increase of the injected spin current below Tc is only ob-
served for metallic layers formed by Pt, Ta, or W,43 which all
exhibit strong intrinsic SOC48–51 and are close to a ferromag-
netic instability.52–55 In this article, we address two questions:
How can we explain the onset of equal spin Cooper pairs be-
low Tc in such Nso/S/F/S/Nso structures? What is the specific
role of spin-orbit coupling and proximity to a ferromagnetic
instability in the formation of such equal spin Cooper pairs?
Here, we propose a possible mechanism to explain the ex-
istence of equal-spin Cooper pairs in the experimental penta-
layer. To this end, we first simplify the experimental penta-
layer into an F/S/Nso trilayer (see Fig. 1) where the F layer is
the Py layer, the S layer is the Nb layer and the Pt layer is mod-
elized by a metallic layer (the Nso layer) exhibiting intrinsic
spin-orbit coupling and Landau Fermi-liquid corrections.56
The second simplification consists in studying the equilib-
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2rium properties of the F/S/Nso layer, leaving non-equilibrium
calculation to later work. We also neglect the SOC in the F
layer. The presence of SOC in the F layer would stabilize LR
triplet correlations already in an F/S bilayer.31,32 However, in
the FMR experiment43 an increase of the injected spin current
below Tc is associated with the use of Nso materials which ex-
hibit strong spin-orbit coupling. In addition, the magnitude
of the spin-orbit coupling in the ferromagnetic Py is much
smaller than that in Nb, which in turn is much smaller than that
in Pt.57,58 Finally, the effect is much larger in the experiment
when using Pt as Nso layer than it is when using Fe50Mn50. As
the spin diffusion length in Fe50Mn50 is comparable to that in
Pt,59,60 however the intrinsic spin-orbit coupling is weaker in
Fe50Mn50 than in Pt,59 this supports the idea that the effect
is primarily a consequence of the intrinsic spin-orbit coupling
in the Nso layer rather than a spin-sink effect of Nso in the
presence of pre-formed LR triplet pairs. For this reason we
concentrate on a mechanism mediated entirely by the spin-
orbit coupling of the Nso layer that generates and stabilizes
long-range triplet correlations in such an F/S/Nso layer. We
demonstrate that the equal-spin Cooper pair channel exists in
the F/S/Nso trilayer in the parameter range appropriate for the
FMR experiment.
Within our scenario, the short-range triplet correlations pro-
duced at the S/F interface decay in the S layer with the char-
acteristic length comparable with the superconducting coher-
ence length ξ0 and reach the S/Nso interface. The intrinsic
SOC inside the Nso layer induces a spin rotation process1–3,7
which produces long-range triplet correlations mainly con-
fined in the Nso layer.31 In addition to the SOC, the Landau
FL mean fields in the Nso include an exchange field whose
components are oriented along the short-range and long-range
triplet correlations.12,61,62 As this induced exchange field is
misaligned with the exchange field of the F layer, its onset im-
plies the stabilization of a net spin supercurrent between in the
S layer which is the signature of long-range spin-triplet cor-
relations between the F and the Nso layer at equilibrium. The
long-range triplet correlations exist only in presence of SOC
in the Nso layer, but they require the Landau FL exchange
field in order to spread across the entire structure; in addition
the presence of the FL effects strongly amplifies these corre-
lations. We finally show that this new triplet channel resists
to the onset of spin-flip processes. Our results provide an ex-
planation for the stabilization of an equal-spin Cooper pair
channel in the F/S/Nso layer at equilibrium which reproduces
qualitatively the dependence of the injected spin current in the
FMR experiment.
The paper is organized as follow: in section II, we present
the quasiclassical equations of superconductivity in the diffu-
sive regime, utilizing the Usadel formalism. We also explain
how we implement the spin-orbit scattering and Fermi liquid
effects in the Nso layer. In section III, we present the results in
the F/S/Nso layer at equilibrium without spin-flip processes.
Finally, we discuss the effect of spin-flip processes in section
IV. In section V, we discuss the different parameter depen-
dence on the F/S/Nso properties and we conclude in the sec-
tion VI.
FIG. 1. (Color online) F/S/Nso trilayer, where dS, dF and dNso refer
to the S, F and Nso layer thicknesses, respectively. The trilayer is
grown along the x-axis. The F layer exhibits a non-zero exchange
field J along the z axis, the S layer a non-zero spin-singlet supercon-
ducting order parameter ∆, and the Nso layer a non-zero exchange
field ν induced non-locally from the S/F interface via Fermi liquid
interactions in Nso. The magnitudes of the three order parameters are
shown schematically as full, dashed, and dotted lines, respectively.
II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION
We use the Usadel theory for diffusive superconductors63,64
adapted for spin-polarized systems.2 The Usadel formal-
ism can be deduced from the quasiclassical equations of
Eilenberger65 and Larkin and Ovchinnikov66 in the diffusive
limit. In the following, we focus on the equilibrium properties
which are captured by the retarded Green functions. The re-
tarded Green function Gˆ(E,R) depends on the energy E and
on the spatial coordinates R = x,y,z. We define the notation
( ˆ...) corresponding to quantities written in spin-dependent
Nambu-Gor’kov space (spin⊗particle-hole space where ⊗ is
the tensor product). In the spin⊗particle-hole subspace, the
Green functions are defined with respect to the Nambu spinor
Ψ =
(
ψ↑,ψ↓,ψ†↑ ,ψ
†
↓
)
. The full (retarded) Green function Gˆ
is then a 4×4 matrix. The internal structure of the Green func-
tion and the self-energies can be written as
Gˆ =
(
g f
f˜ g˜
)
, Σˆ=
(
Σ ∆
∆˜ Σ˜
)
. (1)
We refer to the 2×2 spin subspace via the unit matrix (σ0)
and the three Pauli matrices, i.e. σ = (σ0,σX ,σY ,σZ), while
for the 2×2 particle-hole subspace we use the matrices τ =
(τ0,τ1,τ2,τ3). Moreover, (.˜..) combines complex conjugation
with the transformation E→−E. Σˆ refers to the self-energies
written in the Nambu-spin subspace. The self-energies Σ and
∆ are 2×2 matrices in spin subspace and respectively refer to
the normal and anomalous part of the self-energy.
In spin space, the Green functions can be decomposed into
spin-scalar and spin-vector components using the Pauli spin
matrices as basis. The Green function then can be written in
3the form
Gˆ =
(
gsσ0+gtσ ( fsσ0+ f tσ ) iσY
iσY
(
f˜sσ0− f˜ tσ
)
σY (g˜sσ0− g˜tσ )σY
)
(2)
where fs and f t =
(
f Xt , f
Y
t , f
Z
t
)
are singlet and triplet pair am-
plitudes and gs and gt =
(
gXt ,g
Y
t ,g
Z
t
)
refer to spin-scalar and
spin-vector part of the diagonal Green function. Here and in
the following, indices X , Y , Z refer to the X , Y and Z axis in
spin space.
The Usadel equation for the Green function Gˆ ≡ Gˆ(E,R)
takes the form [
E τˆ3− Σˆ, Gˆ
]
+
D
pi
∇
(
Gˆ∇Gˆ
)
= 0 (3)
where D is the diffusion coefficient, ∇≡ ∂∂R , and τˆ3 the third
Pauli matrix in the particle-hole subspace. In addition, the
quasiclassical Green function Gˆ is required to fulfill the nor-
malization condition Gˆ.Gˆ = −pi21ˆ. Eq. (3) has to be supple-
mented by boundary conditions.67–69 For inner interfaces, we
use boundary conditions appropriate for perfect transmission
interfaces which describes interfaces between metals and su-
perconductors with nearly similar electronic properties,70 and
which take the form
Gˆl = Gˆr, σl
∂ Gˆl
∂x
= σr
∂ Gˆr
∂x
(4)
where l(r) relates to the left (right) side of the interface and σ
is the bulk conductivity.67–70 For the outer interfaces, we re-
quire the charge current to vanish, which yields the boundary
condition
∂ Gˆ
∂x
= 0. (5)
In the following, we study the F/S/Nso trilayer structure pre-
sented in Fig. 1 where we consider the x axis to be the axis
normal to the layers. We assume that the layers extend in-
finitely in the y− z plane and we reduce the F/S/N trilayer
problem to a one-dimensional problem where the Green func-
tions only depend on the x coordinate, Gˆ(E,R) = Gˆ(E,x).
A. Spin orbit coupling
Intrinsic SOC can arise due to bulk non-centrosymmetric
point group symmetry71 or due to broken inversion symme-
try at interfaces in multilayer devices.72 Spin-orbit coupling
in combination with ferromagnetic exchange splitting gener-
ates long-range spin-triplet pair correlations in superconduct-
ing devices.30–32 In the present case of an F/S/Nso trilayer,
we include intrinsic spin-orbit effects in the Nso layer, assum-
ing that spin-orbit processes in F and S layers are negligi-
ble. Spin-orbit coupling allows for rotation between different
spin states via two different mechanisms. The first one comes
from the anisotropy of the spin-relaxation times describes by
the Dyakonov-Perel tensor; the second mechanism is induced
by spin precession in an inhomogeneous spin density. In su-
perconducting devices, spin-orbit coupling allows for rotation
between different spin-triplet pairing states.30–32 In general,
spin-orbit interaction for quasiparticles in crystalline metallic
materials leads to a term
VSO =−∑
k,ν
vkF A
ν
kσν (6)
with k ∈ {x,y,z}, where σν with ν ∈ {X ,Y,Z} are Pauli spin
matrices, vkF are the k-components of the Fermi velocity, and
Aνk is a spin-orbit coupling tensor, which to lowest order in
the momentum can be assumed to be momentum indepen-
dent. It is convenient to introduce the spin-orbit field vectors
A, the components Ak = Akσ of which are 2×2 spin matri-
ces. In terms of those, the spin-orbit interaction is of the form
VSO = −∑k vkF Ak. We include spin-orbit coupling in the Us-
adel equations (3) by substituting the standard spatial deriva-
tive by the covariant derivative30–32,73
D→ ∇− i[Aˆ,] (7)
where Aˆ is the spin-orbit field vector. This substitution is valid
for any spin-orbit coupling linear in momentum. The SOC
field Aˆ has a vector structure in the real space and a 4×4 ma-
trix structure in spin Nambu space. The structure of Aˆ is
Aˆ =
(
A 0
0 −A∗
)
, A =
 AxAy
Az
 . (8)
The three components Ax, Ay, Az can be decomposed into
spin-Pauli matrices as Ak = Akσ with real-valued vectors Ak,
k ∈ {x,y,z}.
The most common spin-orbit field types are the Rashba
spin-orbit coupling74 (from interfacial symmetry breaking)
and the Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling75 (due to lack of bulk
inversion symmetry). In order to concentrate on the most
salient features of our model, in the following, we concentrate
on a spin orbit coupling field of the form
Ax =
(
0 α
α 0
)
(9)
assuming all the other components of the SOC field to van-
ish. This corresponds to Ax = (α,0,0) with Ay and Az van-
ishing. The spin-orbit interaction in solids can be expanded
around zero momentum, and for various point group sym-
metries a non-zero term linear in momentum appears. A
full classification71 shows that a spin-orbit coupling of the
form (9) can be present in non-centrosymmetric materials
with point group symmetry C1(1), C2(2), D2(222), C4(4),
D4(422), C3(3), D3(32), C6(6), and D6(622).
We do not present results here for spin-orbit coupling types
with non-zero components Ay and Az, which lead to non-zero
spin currents parallel to the interface.76,77 The effects we dis-
cuss are, however, expected to also be present for such cases,
which include other point group symmetries with components
in x-direction, as for example O(432) (cubic), T(23) (tetrahe-
dral), or C4v(4mm) (tetragonal) symmetry. We are interested
4in spin currents perpendicular to the interface (in our geome-
try the x-direction is along the surface normal). As we do not
wish to complicate matters by adding a spin-current compo-
nent parallel to the interface, we present here results assuming
the most simple form of spin-orbit coupling, Eq. (9), that gives
a nonzero spin current in interface-normal direction.
B. Riccati parameterization
In order to solve the Usadel equations (3) for the retarded
Green functions respecting the normalization condition of the
Green function, we use the Riccati matrices parameterization
of the Green functions.78–82 The retarded Green function is
parameterized in the following way:
Gˆ =−ipi.Nˆ.
(
1+ γγ˜ 2γ
−2γ˜ −(1+ γ˜γ)
)
(10)
where γ and γ˜ are matrices in the 2×2 spin space and Nˆ is
defined as
Nˆ =
(
(1− γγ˜)−1 0
0 (1− γ˜γ)−1
)
=
(
N 0
0 N˜
)
. (11)
The Usadel equations for the γ matrices reads5,70
(
∇2γ
)
+
(
∇γ
) f˜
ipi
(
∇γ
)
=
=
i
D
[
γ∆˜γ− γ(E + Σ˜)− (E−Σ)γ−∆
]
. (12)
where ∇ = (∂ x,∂ y,∂ z) with ∂ kγ ≡ ∂kγ − i
(
Akγ+ γA∗k
)
is the
covariant derivative and ∂k ≡ ∂∂k for k ∈ {x,y,z}. Note that
the spatial derivatives along the y and z axis, ∂y and ∂z, van-
ish because the F/S/Nso trilayer reduces to a one-dimensional
problem for the case under consideration. The equations for
γ˜ can be deduced by applying the (.˜..) transformation to the
equations (12) .
When decomposing the Riccati amplitudes and spin-orbit
fields as γ = (γs + γ tσ )iσY , and Ak = Akσ , the covariant
derivative applies to the components as
∂ kγ = [∂kγs+(δk ◦ γ t)σ ] iσY , (13)
where we introduce the notation δk ◦a = ∂ka+2Ak×a for any
vector a and k ∈ {x,y,z}. In particular, the second covariant
derivative is given by
∂
2
kγ =
[
∂ 2k γs+(δk ◦ (δk ◦ γ t))σ
]
iσY . (14)
At the F/S interface, the boundary conditions (4), are in the
Riccati parameterization :
[γ]F = [γ]S
σF [∂xγ]F = σS [∂xγ]S
(15)
where [γ]F(S) in the Riccati matrix in the F (S) side of the
interface. At the S/Nso interface, the boundary conditions (4)
in the Riccati parameterization read
[γ]S = [γ]Nso
σS [∂xγ]S = σNso [∂xγ]Nso
(16)
where [γ]S(Nso) is the Riccati matrix at the S (Nso) side of the
interface. The outer boundary conditions are [∂xγ]F = 0 on
the F side and [∂xγ]Nso = 0 on the Nso side of the trilayer.
The Usadel equation (12) and the boundary conditions (15)
and (16) for Riccati matrices γ and γ˜ imply to solve a sys-
tem of 8 non-linear differential equations (corresponding to
the 4 spin components of each Riccati matrix γ and γ˜). The
equations (12), (15), and (16) are solved numerically by us-
ing a relaxation method83 and by taking into account the self-
consistency equation for the superconducting order parameter
[see Eq. (19) in section II C 3] and the Fermi liquid order pa-
rameter [see Eq. (17) in section II C 2]. This then enables
us to calculate density of states (see section III A 1), spin-
magnetization (see sections II C 2 and III A 2), pair amplitude
(see section III A 3) and charge and spin currents (see section
III A 4) of the trilayer.
C. Self-energies
In this section, we introduce the self-energy appearing in
the Usadel equations (3) and (12). The total self-energy Σˆ has
the form
Σˆ= Σˆimp+ Σˆex+ ∆ˆ
where Σˆex describes the exchange field of a ferromagnetic
layer (or alternatively, the spin-splitting produced by an ex-
ternal magnetic field), ∆ˆ stands for the superconducting order
parameter and Σˆimp is the self-energy produced by spin-flips in
the presence of magnetic impurities and spin-orbit scattering
(see section IV A).
1. Exchange field in F layer
In order to describe the majority of minority electrons in a
ferromagnet we use the exchange field J , which leads to the
self-energy
Σˆex =
(
Jσ 0
0 Jσ ∗
)
In our system (see Fig. 1), we assume the exchange field in
the F layer J to be constant and directed along the z-axis J =
Jz. We assume this exchange to vanish in non-ferromagnetic
layers.
2. Induced exchange field and the spin polarization
In the Nso layer, the inclusion of the electron-electron in-
teraction gives rise to a renormalization described by Lan-
5dau Fermi liquid theory.56 The electrons and holes in a free
electron gas picture are replace by electron-like and hole-
like quasiparticles. The quasiparticles properties are related
to the bare electronic properties through effective parameters
called Landau parameters.56 The inclusion of such corrections
in quasi-classical theory of superconductivity gives rise of a
self-consistent exchange field produced by the onset of triplet
correlations.12,61,62 In the simplest case this exchange field ν
is collinear to the spin-polarization δm.62 In this case, the in-
duced exchange field is given by
ν (x) =
Gδm(x)
2NFµB
(17)
where G is the Landau parameter, NF is the density of states
at the Fermi level and µB the Bohr-magneton. The spin mag-
netization (SM) δm is calculated as2,12,61,62
δm(x) =
2NFµB
1+G
ˆ +∞
−∞
dE
2pi
Im [gt (E,x)] tanh
(
E
2T
)
(18)
where gt is the spin-vector component written in the x,y,z
basis of the retarded Green function, see Eq. (2), and T is
the temperature. In Usadel formalism, the Fermi liquid self-
energy νˆ has the same structure as an exchange field and is
given by
νˆ =
(
ν .σ 0
0 ν .σ ∗
)
Note that the induced exchange field ν is determined self-
consistently by solving Eq. (17) simultaneously with the Us-
adel equations (12). In Eq. (17), is can be seen that the sign
of the exchange field is directly related to the sign of the spin
magnetization and the sign of the Landau parameter G.
For a system close to a ferromagnetic instability (like Pt,
W and Ta), the Landau parameter G is negative.62 For neg-
ative G, the SM and exchange field diverges when G→ −1
and this divergence is known as the paramagnet instability.62
Note that the inclusion of the exchange interaction can lead to
a negative Landau parameter.62,84,85 The value of the Landau
parameter G has been calculated for light metal compounds
such as Al or K85 but, to the best of our knowledge, has not
been calculated in transition metals. In materials considered
as "nearly ferromagnetic" such as Pt,52,55 we can consider G to
be reasonably close to−1. In this case, it becomes possible to
induce magnetism in the Nso layer, resulting from an adjacent
ferromagnet55 or by proximity effect with a superconductor
via short or long-range triplet correlations (as presented in the
present paper). In the following, we assume that the Landau
parameter is different from zero in the Nso layer only and van-
ishes in the F and S layer.
3. Superconducting order parameter
We assume that the superconducting mean-field order pa-
rameter has only a spin-singlet component. For this case, in
the superconducting layer the SC order parameter has the form
∆ˆR =
(
0 ∆SC
∆˜SC 0
)
where ∆SC = iσY∆eiφ with φ the superconducting phase. The
SC order parameter is fixed by the self-consistency equation
∆SC(x) = λ
ˆ +Ec
−Ec
dE
2ipi
fs (E,x) tanh
(
E
2T
)
where fs is the singlet part of the anomalous Green function
[see (2)], Ec is the technical BCS cutoff, and λ the pairing
interaction which we assume to be non-zero in the S layer
only and vanishing in the F and Nso layer. We eliminate both
the BCS cutoff and the pairing interaction λ in favor of the
critical temperature Tc such that the self-consistency equation
can be written as
∆SC (x) = lim
Ec→∞
´ Ec
−Ec
dE
2ipi fs (E,x) tanh
( E
2T
)
´ Ec
−Ec
dE
2E tanh
( E
2T
)
+ ln
(
T
Tc
) . (19)
III. SPIN-TRIPLET CORRELATIONS IN F/S/N
STRUCTURE
In this section, we study the onset of spin-triplet correlation
in the F/S/Nso structure. Motivated by recent experiments we
use parameters appropriate for a structure where the F layer
is permalloy Py, the S layer is Niobium Nb and the N layer is
Platinum Pt. In the following, all the length of the layers are
rescaled by the Nb coherence length ξ0 =
√
D
∆0
= 13nm46,86
and the energy are rescaled to ∆0, the bulk SC gap at zero
temperature (in Nb, ∆0 = 1.4meV). In the F layer, we consider
an exchange field along the z-axis whose amplitude is J =
10∆0.
We present results for three sets of parameters A), B) and
C) which are presented in the Table I. The parameter set A) is
appropriate for a trilayer in absence of spin orbit coupling in
the Nso layer, which allows us to better understand the physics
provided by the Fermi-liquid interactions. The parameter set
B) is appropriate for the case where Fermi-liquid effects and
spin-orbit scattering in the Nso layer are included and where
the conductivities of the F, S and Nso layer are the same. The
parameter set C) is like B), however for realistic conductivities
for Py, Nb, and Pt. The comparison between the data set B)
and C) will provide a better understanding of the effect of the
boundary conditions. We have chosen as thicknesses of the F,
S and Nso layers the ones provided in the FMR experiment.43
A. Results
1. Density of states
We obtain the spin-resolved density of states (DOS) from
the imaginary part of the normal Green function
Nσ
N0
=− 1
pi
Im(Gσσ )
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Density plot of the density of states as a function of energy E and position x in the trilayer for a), d), g) parameter
set A; b), e), h) parameter set B and c), f), i) parameter set C. For each parameter set, the data are shown for three Landau parameter values,
G =−0.5, G =−0.75 and G =−0.85. The horizontal solid lines mark the position of the F/S and the S/Nso interfaces. The proximity effect
induces the opening of a minigap inside the Nso layer [a) to e)]. This gap closes for values of G closer to the paramagnetic instability because
of the appearance of an induced exchange field in the Nso layer [f) to i)]. A zero-energy peak appears in Nso and develops inside the S layer, i).
TABLE I. If not specified in the text, the parameters used for the
calculation in the configurations A, B and C are summed up in the
Table I. Here, dS, dF and dNso refer to the S, F and Nso layer thick-
nesses, respectively, and α refers to the strength of the spin orbit
interaction while T is the temperature, and ∆0 is the bulk supercon-
ducting gap. The parameters σF , σS and σNso are the bulk conduc-
tivities in the normal state in the S, F and Nso layer, respectively.
In configuration C, the F layer conductivity is the one of permalloy
(Py), σF = σPy = 1.72×106 Sm, the S layer conductivity is the one
of niobium, σS =σNb = 6.9×106 Sm, and the Nso layer conductivity
is the one of platinum, σNso = σPt = 9.7×106 Sm.
dS dF dNso αξ0 T σF σS σNso
A 2.307ξ0 0.231ξ0 0.385ξ0 0 0.01∆0 1 1 1
B 2.307ξ0 0.231ξ0 0.385ξ0 2 0.01∆0 1 1 1
C 2.307ξ0 0.231ξ0 0.385ξ0 2 0.01∆0 σPy σNb σPt
with N0 the density of states at the Fermi level. The total den-
sity of states is obtained from
N
N0
=
1
2
(
N↑+N↓
)
. (20)
In Fig. 2, we present the density of states for the parameter
sets A), B) and C) for three different Landau parameter values,
G =−0.5, G =−0.75 and G =−0.85.
For Landau parameter G = −0.5 [see Fig. 2 a), b), c)], the
superconducting gap opens in the SC while a minigap devel-
ops in the Nso layers and not in the F layer. The minigap is the
signature of the proximity effect and emphasizes that singlet
Cooper pairs enter into the Nso layer (with a small amount of
triplet Cooper pairs mixed by). In the F layer, no minigap de-
velops because of the high amplitude of the exchange field and
the presence of spin-triplet correlations.87,88 Note that a small
zero-energy resonance exists in the F layer as emphasized in
Fig. 2 c).
For Landau parameter G = −0.75 [see Fig. 2 d), e), f)] we
do not observe qualitative changes between parameter regime
7A and B [Fig. 2 d), e)]. However, we see that the minigap
closes in the Nso layer for the parameter set C [Fig. 2 f)] em-
phasizing the onset of spin-triplet correlations and non-zero
induced exchange field. The difference between the parame-
ter sets B and C pinpoints the role of the boundary conditions.
Here, the electric conductivity mismatch between the layers
can induce the onset of spin-triplet correlations for a smaller
value of the Landau parameter G.
For Landau parameter G = −0.85 [Fig. 2 g), h), i)], the
minigap closes in the Nso layer for parameter set A and B
[Fig. 2 g), h)]. For parameter set C [Fig. 2 i)] a zero-energy
peak develops in the S layer which implies that the spin-triplet
correlations are no longer confined to the N layer and are ap-
preciable as well in the S layer. From the study of the DOS,
we can deduce that spin-triplet correlations exist in the entire
F/S/Nso structure, however for further information regarding
the nature of these triplet correlations we need to study addi-
tional observables.
2. Spin magnetization and the order parameter profile
The onset of spin-triplet correlations lifts the degener-
acy between the spin-up and spin-down DOS which leads
to a non-zero spin magnetization (SM) in superconducting
devices.2,15,21 Close to the S/F interfaces, a spin magnetization
can develop inside the S layer.12,61,89,90 As shown in Eq. (18),
the spin magnetization δm(x) is induced by the onset of spin-
triplet correlations. Fermi liquid interactions can amplify or
screen the SM in the Nso layer.12,61
In Fig. 3 we present the SM for the three parameter sets for
different magnitudes of the Landau parameter. We show the
modulus of the magnetization |δm| and its angle θM relative to
the z-axis which quantifies the direction of the magnetization
in the y− z plane. Therefore, for θM = 0, the SM is along the
z-axis and if θM 6= 0, the SM acquires a y-component. Note
that the direction of the SM is reversed compared to that of
the ferromagnet’s magnetization. This can be explained in
terms of the S/F proximity effect.89,90 The SM in the S layer
decays away from the F/S interface, until it reaches the S/Nso
interface. At this interface, the spin magnetization in the Nso
layer is then the same as the one of the S layer. At G = 0 the
decay length of the SM is the coherence length in the S layer
ξ0. The onset of a non-zero Landau Fermi-liquid exchange
field further amplifies the SM inside the Nso layer (see Fig.
3).
In absence of SOC [Fig. 3 a)], the SM only exists along the
z-axis. With SOC, [Fig. 3 b) and c)], the onset of y- and z-axis
spin-triplet correlations induces the onset of y- and z-axis SM
components. Therefore, the presence of SOC implies that the
induced magnetization in the Nso layer is tilted compared to
the F layer magnetization. The value of the induced SM at
the S/Nso interface increases with the magnitude of the Lan-
dau parameter G. Note that the discontinuity of the SM at
the S/Nso interface (despite continuous boundary conditions)
is explained by the fact that the Landau parameter G is non-
zero in the Nso layer only and vanishes in the F and S layers.
We also observe the effect of Fermi surface mismatch at the
boundary on the SM profile, where the modulus and the ori-
entation angle differ between the case when the conductivi-
ties are the same [Fig. 3 b)] and the case when the conduc-
tivities are different [Figs. 3 c)]. Moreover, we note that for
Landau parameter sufficiently close to the paramagnetic insta-
bility, G = −0.75 and G = −0.85, the y-axis SM component
exists in the entire trilayer [Figs. 3 b) and c)], which empha-
sizes the existence of long-range spin-triplet correlations in
the entire trilayer.
In Fig. 4 we show the profile of the SC gap, ∆(x), and the
induced exchange field, ν(x), calculated self-consistently for
the three parameter sets and various values of the Landau pa-
rameter G. We see that the induced exchange field appears
for a non-zero value of the Landau parameter. In presence of
SOC [Fig. 4 b) and c)], the induced exchange field in the Nso
layer acquires a component along the y axis. This component
is directly related by the onset of long-range spin-triplet cor-
relations in the Nso layer. For increasing value of the Landau
parameter G, the superconducting gap magnitude decreases
in the S layer. The onset of the Nso exchange field implies a
stronger inverse proximity effect at the S/Nso interface.
The presence of both SOC and FL corrections in the Nso
layer leads to a magnetic order in the Nso layer whose mag-
netization direction depends on the coordinate. This magnetic
order can be considered as a spiral magnetic order.91 Note that
the magnetic structure of the spiral order strongly depends on
the symmetry of the SOC and on the symmetry of the Lan-
dau parameters we have chosen. The S/F and S/Nso interfaces
play a crucial role in the stabilization of the superconductiv-
ity and of the spin-triplet correlations. The inverse proximity
effect at the S/F interface is stronger when the electrical con-
ductivities are similar [Fig. 4 b)] compared with the case with
a conductivity mismatch [Fig. 4 c)].
3. Pair amplitude
The pair amplitude reflects the strength of the SC correla-
tions in the trilayer. The singlet and triplet pair amplitude is
obtained from17
φs (x) =
´ +∞
−∞
dE
2ipi fs (E,x) tanh
( E
2T
)
φ t (x) =
´ +∞
−∞
dE
2ipi f t (E,x) tanh
( E
2T
) . (21)
where fs and f t are the singlet and triplet part of the anoma-
lous Green function [see Eq. (2)].
In Fig. 5, we show the pair-amplitude profile for the three
parameter sets for various Landau parameters G. We present
the modulus of the spin-triplet and spin-singlet pair ampli-
tudes (|φt | and |φs|), and the angle θφ relative to the z-axis
that quantifies the direction of the pair amplitude in the y− z
plane. For θφ = 0, the spin-triplet pair amplitude is along
the z-axis while if θφ 6= 0, the triplet pair amplitude acquires
a y-axis component . Therefore, θφ quantifies the nature of
spin-triplet correlations in the system. For θφ = 0(pi), the
spin-triplet correlations are only short-range while if θφ = pi2 ,
the spin-triplet correlations are only long-range. In the gen-
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Profile of the modulus of the spin magnetization, |δm|, (upper panel) and the orientation angle θM (lower panel) in
the F/S/Nso trilayer for parameter set A a), B b) and C c), and for Landau parameters G = 0 (black solid line), G = −0.5 (red dashed line),
G =−0.75 (blue dotted line) and G =−0.85 (magenta dashed-dotted line). No spin magnetization along the x-axis exists in the trilayer. The
vertical solid lines mark the position of the F/S and the S/Nso interfaces.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Order parameter profiles in the F/S/Nso trilayer for parameter set A a), B b) and C c), and for Landau parameters G= 0
(black), G =−0.5 (red), G =−0.75 (blue) and G =−0.85 (magenta). The SC order parameter is presented in dashed line while the exchange
fields along the y(z)-axis are presented in solid (dotted) line. The vertical solid lines mark the position of the F/S and the S/Nso interfaces.
eral case 0 < θφ < pi2 , the spin-triplet correlations have both a
short-range and a long-range component.
Without SOC [Fig. 5 a)], only short-range spin-triplet
Cooper pairs φZt exist in the system. The amplitude of the
short-range pair amplitude is maximal in the F layer where
spin-triplet pairs are produced. With SOC, [Fig. 5, b) and
c)], we see the onset of the long-range triplet correlations φYt
which are maximal in the Nso layer [Fig. 5 b) and c)]. The am-
plitude of the long-range triplet correlations increases quickly
with the Landau parameter G: from 10−6 with G = −0.5 to
10−3 for G = −0.85. Moreover, the long-range correlations
propagate in the S and the F layer with a slow spatial decay
[Fig. 5 b) and c)]. The decaying length in the S layer is the SC
coherence length ξ0, whereas it is the pair correlation length
ξF =
√
DF/2piT in the F layer. With non-zero Landau pa-
rameter we observe an enhancement of spin-triplet correla-
tions in the Nso layer [Fig. 5]. The presence of an induced
exchange field in the Nso layer amplifies the spin-triplet cor-
relations in the entire system. In Fig. 5 b) and c), we observe
that for high magnitude of the Landau parameter, G =−0.75
and G = −0.85, the long-range triplet correlations propagate
in the entire trilayer. The amount of spin-triplet correlations
in the trilayer differs with the proximity effect. The profile
of the pair amplitude is different when the conductivities are
the same [Fig. 5 b)] compared to the case when a conductivity
mismatch between the layers is present, Fig. 5 c).
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Profile of the modulus of the triplet pair amplitude, |φt |, (upper panel) and of the orientation angle θφ (lower panel)
in the F/S/Nso trilayer for parameter set A a), B b) and C c), and for Landau parameters G = 0 (black solid line), G =−0.5 (red dashed line),
G=−0.75 (blue dotted line) and G=−0.85 (magenta dashed-dotted line). The modulus of the singlet pair amplitude, |φs|, is weakly affected
by the value of the Landau parameter and is presented in dashed-double dotted line for the case G = 0.
4. Charge and spin current
One way to see and quantify long-range triplet correlations
in the F/S/Nso trilayer is to calculate the spin current. For a
one-dimensional system, the charge current in x-direction at
equilibrium is given by
Icx = J0 Re
ˆ
dE
4pi2
Tr
(
τˆ3Gˆ∂xGˆ
)
tanh
(
E
2T
)
(22)
where J0 = −σ02e is the Landau critical charge current with
σ0 = 2e2N0D the electrical conductivity in the normal state.
The trace Tr is taken over the 4×4 matrix structure of the ar-
gument. Correspondingly, the spin current at equilibrium is
given by
I sx = Js0 Re
ˆ
dE
4pi2
Tr
(
τˆ3σˆ Gˆ∂xGˆ
)
tanh
(
E
2T
)
(23)
where Js0 = h¯2e J0. In the absence of an external phase bias,
the charge current vanishes in the entire structure, however a
spin current can still persist. The numerically obtained spin-
current profile for parameter sets B) and C) is shown in Fig. 6.
This spin current appears because of the onset of a tilted mag-
netization in the Nso layer. Therefore, an equilibrium spin
torque establishes between the two magnetizations. The spin
current is polarized along the x-axis since the equilibrium spin
torque is orthogonal to the plane spanned by the two mag-
netizations, here the y-z plane.92 This spin current has been
predicted at zero phase difference in S/F/S/F/S junctions with
tilted magnetization.93 In our case, the presence of this spin
current is a signature of the presence of long-range spin-triplet
correlations in the structure, i.e. it is predominantly carried by
spin-polarized Cooper pairs. This spin supercurrent vanishes
in the absence of spin-orbit coupling since in this case the
magnetization induced in the Nso layer is collinear with the
F layer one. In the presence of SOC but without an induced
exchange field due to FL corrections (G=0), the spin current
is restricted to the Nso region.
By decomposing the Green functions into spin-scalar and
spin-vector components, see Eq. (2), and utilizing the nota-
tion δx ◦ a ≡ ∂xa + 2Ax× a for any vector a, we rewrite the
expressions (22) and (23) as2
Icx = J0
ˆ
dE
pi2
Re
[
f˜s∂x fs− f˜ t (δx ◦ f t)
]
tanh
(
E
2T
)
(24)
I sx =−Js0
ˆ
dE
pi2
Im
[
g× (δx ◦g)+ f˜ t × (δx ◦ f t)
]
tanh
(
E
2T
)
.
(25)
The additional terms due to the spin-orbit field are of the form
−2Re[ f˜ t(Ax× f t)] for the charge current, and for the spin cur-
rent −2Im[g× (Ax×g)] and −2Im[ f˜ t × (Ax× f t)]. Note that
near Tc the term involving g can be neglected compared to the
terms involving the anomalous functions.
We notice that the charge current only depends on the pres-
ence of the anomalous Green functions f and f t which em-
phasizes the Cooper-pair nature of the charge Josephson cur-
rent. On the other hand, the spin current depends on both nor-
mal and anomalous Green functions which emphasizes that
spin can be carried by spin-triplet pairs and by quasiparti-
cles in the S layer. For the special case of Eq. (9), we have
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Profile of the spin current in the F/S/Nso
trilayer for parameter set B a) and C b), and for Landau parameters
G = 0 (black), G = −0.5 (red), G = −0.75 (blue) and G = −0.85
(magenta). The spin current varies in the F and the Nso layer while it
is constant in the S layer.
Ax = (α,0,0), and Eqs. (24) and (25) turn into
Icx = J0
ˆ
dE
pi2
Re
{
f˜s∂x fs− f˜ Xt ∂x f Xt − f˜ Yt ∂x f Yt − f˜ Zt ∂x f Zt
+2α
(
f Zt f˜
Y
t − f Yt f˜ Zt
)}
tanh
(
E
2T
)
(26)
Is,Xx =−Js0
ˆ
dE
pi2
Im
{
gYt ∂xg
Z
t −gZt ∂xgYt + f˜ Yt ∂x f Zt − f˜ Zt ∂x f Yt
+ 2α
(
gYt g
Y
t +g
Z
t g
Z
t + f
Y
t f˜
Y
t + f
Z
t f˜
Z
t
)}
tanh
(
E
2T
)
. (27)
The spin currents Is,Yx and I
s,Z
x vanish in our case, as no f Xt
or gXt component develops. The dominant terms are the ones
proportional to f Zt f˜
Z
t , as this is the component generated at
the S/F interface. Thus, the spin current is dominantly spin-
polarized in X-direction. In this case, the spin current is due
to equal-spin Cooper pairs existing between the S/F and the
S/Nso interfaces. These equal-spin pairs exist mainly in the
S layer and their intensity is expected to decrease with the S
thickness.
B. Dependence of pure spin current on model parameters
In the last section, we have demonstrated that equal-spin
Cooper pairs appear in the F/S/Nso trilayer if both SOC and
FL corrections are included in the Nso layer. In this section we
focus on the general variation of the spin supercurrent (which
reflects the intensity of the equal spin Cooper pairs) with the
various model parameters of the system.
1. Dependence on the Landau parameter G
In Fig. 7, we present the magnitude of the spin current and
of the SC order parameter at the S/Nso interface, as well as
the magnitude of the Fermi liquid order parameter and the
orientation angle θν of the Fermi liquid exchange field at the
S/Nso interface as a function of the Landau parameter G. The
angle θν relative to the z-axis quantifies the direction of the
Fermi Liquid exchange field in the y-z plane. Therefore, for
θν = 0, the exchange field ν is along the z-axis and if θν 6= 0,
the exchange field ν acquires a y-axis component. Seen from
Fig. 7, no spin supercurrent exists in absence of SOC (Fig. 7
a)). In presence of SOC in the Nso layer [Fig. 7 b) and c)], the
magnitude of the spin current in the S layer increases abruptly
and decreases close to G = −1. This behavior can be related
to the dependence of the superconducting order parameter and
the induced exchange fields at the S/Nso interface on G. A spin
supercurrent appears when a y-axis exchange field appears.
There is a threshold value of the Landau parameter, Gth, below
which the Fermi liquid exchange field at the S/Nso interface
and the magnitude of the spin current increase abruptly. The
value of this threshold depends on the boundary conditions
such that for parameter set A) GAth ≈ 0.7, B) GBth ≈ 0.7 and C)
GCth ≈ 0.6.
As seen from the figure, for G > Gth, the SC order parame-
ter is constant while the induced exchange fields vanish at the
S/Nso interface. In this case, the is no inverse proximity effect
in the structure and the triplet correlations created in the Nso
layer cannot penetrate back into the S layer. Below the thresh-
old value, G<Gth, the inverse proximity effect appears which
implies an onset of a non-zero exchange field at the S/Nso in-
terface. In this regime, the spin-triplet correlations in the Nso
layer can enter back into the S layer and a spin supercurrent
appears. Close to the paramagnetic instability G = −1, the
SC order parameter at the interface becomes smaller than the
induced exchange field at the S/Nso interface such that the in-
verse proximity begins to destroy superconductivity. Conse-
quently, the spin supercurrent intensity decreases.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Magnitude of the spin current spin-polarized along the x-axis in the S layer IXs (solid line), magnitude of the SC order
parameter ∆S/N at the S/N interface (dashed line), and modulus νS/N and misorientation angle θS/Nν of the Fermi-liquid exchange field at the
S/N interface (dotted and dash-dotted lines, respectively) as function of the Landau parameter for parameter set a) A, b) B and c) C. In the
absence of spin orbit coupling, a), no spin current and y-axis exchange field exist in the trilayer. The intensity of the current depends on the
boundary conditions b) and c). In all cases we observe a Landau parameter threshold from which the intensity of the SC order parameter
decreases and the z-axis exchange field increases abruptly. The value of this threshold is in A) GAth ≈ 0.7, in B) GBth ≈ 0.7, and in C) GCth ≈ 0.6.
The presence of the Landau parameter threshold Gth can
be understood as the onset of inverse proximity effect. For
G > Gth, the S/Nso interface is in the rigid boundary condition
regime where the inverse proximity effect in the S layer is
small. This regime corresponds to σNso/σ0 ξNso/ξ0 where
ξNso is the coherence length in the Nso layer, i.e. this regime
is expected to appear when the superconducting layer is in
contact with a metal with small conductivity.
In the case without SOC [Fig. 7 a)], the (zero tempera-
ture) Nso coherence length is given by ξNso ≈
√
D/|ν |, where
|ν | is the modulus of the induced exchange field. Accord-
ing to Eq. (17), one can approximate the induced exchange
field by ν ≈ G.β0/(1 + G) where β0 is the integral β0 =´ +∞
−∞
dE
2pi Im(gt (E,x)) tanh
( E
2T
)
evaluated at G = 0. From this,
the Nso coherence length is expected to tend to infinity at
G = 0 and to decrease to 0 when G→−1. The determination
of the exact value of the threshold Gth from this toy calculation
can be done by assuming that the threshold between the two
regimes appears approximately when 10σNso/σ0 = ξNso/ξ0.
We deduce that Gth ≈ −1/(1− Γ) with Γ =
(
10σNsoσS
)2 β0
∆0
.
For parameter set A) , we find GAth = −0.64 and for pa-
rameter sets B and C GBth = −0.64 and GCth = −0.48 (with
β0 = −0.00556). These values are comparable with self-
consistently determined threshold values appearing in Fig. 7.
For parameter sets B) and C), the presence of SOC can change
the threshold value but we did not take these corrections into
account in the toy model above.
2. Dependence on the superconductor thickness
The magnitude of the spin supercurrent reaches a maximum
for a certain superconducting thickness as shown in Fig. 8.
At small thicknesses, superconductivity is destroyed by the
inverse proximity effect implying the vanishing of the spin
supercurrent. At large thicknesses, the current intensity de-
creases because the spin-triplet correlations decay inside the
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Magnitude of the spin current polarized along
the x-axis in the S layer, IXs (solid line), magnitude of the SC order
parameter ∆S/N at the S/N interface (dashed line), and modulus νS/N
and misorientation angle θS/Nν of the Fermi-liquid exchange field at
the S/N interface (dotted and dash-dotted line respectively) as func-
tion of the superconducting layer thickness for a value of the Landau
parameter G = −0.85. The other parameters are the same as in pa-
rameter set C). The results are very similar to the ones obtained with
parameter set B (not shown).
S layer and their intensity at the S/Nso interface becomes too
small. The decay length is the superconducting coherence
length ξ0. Between these two regimes, the spin current in-
tensity reaches a maximum where the long-range triplet cor-
relations at the S/Nso interface have a maximal intensity.
The optimal thickness is expected to change with chang-
ing the boundary conditions. In the tunneling regime, we ex-
pect to stabilize superconductivity and consequently the spin
current for smaller S layer thicknesses. Then, we expect the
maximum spin current to be reached at smaller thicknesses
and to decrease faster with dS. Also, the amplitude of triplet
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correlations flowing out of the F layer should be smaller.
3. Dependence on the Nso layer thickness
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Magnitude of the spin current polarized along
the x-axis in the S layer, IXs (solid line), magnitude of the SC order
parameter ∆S/N at the S/N interface (dashed line), and modulus νS/N
and misorientation angle θS/Nν of the Fermi-liquid exchange field at
the S/N interface (dotted and dash-dotted line respectively) as func-
tion of the Nso layer thickness for a value of the Landau parameter
G=−0.8. The other parameters are the same as in parameter set C).
The results are very similar to the ones obtained with parameter set
B (not shown).
As seen in Fig. 9, the spin supercurrent intensity vanishes
in absence of Nso and increases with the Nso layer thickness.
At small thicknesses, the inverse proximity effect is small and
the induced exchange field is small. By increasing the thick-
ness of the Nso layer, the inverse proximity effect sets in and
the SC order parameter at the S/Nso interface decreases while
the induced exchange field increases. For high thicknesses,
the inverse proximity effect is strong which weakens the am-
plitude of the induced exchange field and of the spin supercur-
rent amplitude. This behavior demonstrates the crucial role of
spin-orbit coupling in the Nso layer and of the inverse proxim-
ity effect to stabilize the long-range spin-triplet correlations.
4. Temperature dependence
As shown in Fig. 10, the spin current intensity appears be-
low Tc and increases with decreasing temperature. At low
temperature, triplet correlations are maximal overall in the
structure such that the current intensity is maximal. Close
to Tc, the decrease of the S order parameter amplitude im-
plies a decrease of the proximity effect. Consequently, the
induced exchange field decreases as well. As triplet correla-
tions become negligible in this range so does the spin current
intensity. This result is in agreement with the experimental
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Magnitude of the spin current polarized
along the x-axis in the S layer, IXs (solid line), magnitude of the SC
order parameter ∆S/N at the S/N interface (dashed line), and mod-
ulus νS/N and misorientation angle θS/Nν of the Fermi-liquid ex-
change field at the S/N interface (dotted and dash-dotted line respec-
tively) as function of temperature for a value of the Landau parameter
G = −0.85. The other parameters are the same as in parameter set
C). The results are very similar to the ones obtained with parameter
set B (not shown). Tc0 is the critical temperature of a bare S layer
with ∆0 = 1.764Tc0.
observation43 where the injected spin current increases below
Tc and reaches a maximum at small temperature.
5. Dependence on magnitude of spin-orbit coupling
In Fig. 11, we present the non-monotonic dependence of
the magnitude of the spin current with the magnitude in spin-
orbit coupling. The magnitude of the spin current exhibits an
oscillatory behavior with spin-orbit coupling strength. It de-
pends similarly on the SOC strength as the y-component of the
spin-triplet correlations at the S/Nso interface. With increas-
ing SOC the spin rotation in the Nso layer increases and the y-
component at the interface increases and reaches a maximum
value for αξ0 ≈ 10 while the magnitude of the z-component
decreases to its minimum value. At this point, the Fermi liq-
uid exchange field at the S/Nso interface is oriented perpen-
dicularly to the z-axis. Therefore, the spin-rotation process is
maximal at the S/Nso interface and the amount of long-range
triplet correlations is also maximal in this configuration. For
higher value of the SOC, the magnitude of the y-component
decreases together with the magnitude of the spin supercur-
rent as the spin rotation process at the S/Nso interface is less
efficient. It is natural to expect this behavior to be periodic as
function of the magnitude of the SOC.
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Magnitude of the spin current polarized
along the x-axis in the S layer, IXs (solid line), magnitude of the SC
order parameter ∆S/N at the S/N interface (dashed line), and modu-
lus νS/N and misorientation angle θS/Nν of the Fermi-liquid exchange
field at the S/N interface (dotted and dash-dotted line respectively)
as function of the SOC strength for a value of the Landau parameter
G = −0.85. The other parameters are the same as in parameter set
C). The results are very similar to the ones obtained with parameter
set B (not shown).
IV. EFFECT OF SPIN-FLIP SCATTERING
In this section, we study the effect of spin-flip processes on
the spin supercurrent and on the long-range spin-triplet corre-
lations in the F/S/Nso trilayer. Spin-flip processes are always
present in real materials and can change the properties of the
S and the F layer; they lead to a decrease of the magnitude
of long-range and short-range correlations and may destroy
superconductivity.94,95 Moreover, spin diffusion process are
very important to describe spin pumping experiments.47
A. Theoretical implementation
We consider two types of spin-flip processes: spin flips due
to magnetic impurities47,94,96,97 and spin flips due to spin-orbit
scattering.42,47,95–97. In the following, we discuss both pro-
cesses and present the corresponding self-energies entering
the Usadel equations (3).
Spin flips due to magnetic impurities: This spin flip oc-
curs when electronic quasiparticles scatter from the impurities
localized magnetic moments. This process breaks time re-
versal symmetry94 implying the destruction of singlet Cooper
pairs, implying a decay of singlet and triplet pair correlations
and a reduction of Tc42,94. Spin-flip scattering can be taken
into account via a self-energy of the following form
Σˆm =
1
8τm
τˆ .Gˆ.τˆ (28)
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FIG. 12. (Color online) In a), the profile of the magnitude of the x-
axis polarized spin supercurrent in the F/S/Nso trilayer is shown for
parameter set C) and Landau parameter G=−0.9. The spin diffusion
length due to spin-orbit scattering, λso, is as follows: in the F layer
λFso = 0 while in the the S and Nso layers λ Sso = λ
Nso
so = 0 (black solid
line), λ Sso = λ
Nso
so = 3.5ξ0 (red solid line) and λ Sso = 3.5ξ0, λ
Nso
so = ξ0
(blue solid line). In b), the magnitude of the spin supercurrent in the
S layer is presented as a function of the Landau parameter G (the
color legend is the same as in a). The results are very similar to the
ones obtained for parameter set B) (not shown).
where τˆ is the vector of Pauli matrices in spin-Nambu space,
τˆ =
(
σ 0
0 σ
)
, with σ the vector of spin Pauli matrices. The
pre-factor, 1/8τm, is the impurity scattering rate for and is re-
lated to the spin diffusion length λm =
√
τmD.
Spin flips due to spin-orbit scattering: Spin flip due to
spin-orbit scattering happens because due to scattering of
electronic quasiparticles from non-magnetic impurities in the
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presence of spin-orbit coupling42,95. The strength of this
process increases with the atomic number of the scattering
impurity42,95. The corresponding self-energy has in this case
the form
ΣˆSO =
1
8τso
τˆ .
(
τˆ3.Gˆ.τˆ3
)
.τˆ (29)
where the pre-factor 1/8τso is the spin-orbit scattering rate
and is related to a corresponding spin diffusion length λso =√
τsoD. No time-reversal symmetry breaking is involved in
this process. Consequently, SO scattering does not affect
the singlet correlations and does not affect the critical tem-
perature of the superconductor42,95. However, this scattering
process induces a decay of the spin-triplet correlations in the
trilayer42,96,97.
Spin-flip self-energy: Both Σˆm and ΣˆSO create diagonal
and off-diagonal contributions to the self-energy. We combine
the spin-flip self-energies as Σˆimp = Σˆm+ ΣˆSO,
Σˆimp =
(
Σimp ∆imp
∆˜imp Σ˜imp
)
(30)
for retarded Green functions with
∆imp = (Γm−Γso)(σX . f .σX −σY . f .σY +σZ . f .σZ)
Σimp = (Γm+Γso)(σX .g.σX +σY .g.σY +σZ .g.σZ) ,
(31)
where Γm = 18τm and Γso =
1
8τso are the strengths of magnetic
and spin-orbit scattering, respectively.
B. Results
For our numerical calculations we use parameters appro-
priate for Py, Nb, and Pt. In Nb, the spin diffusion length
has been estimated at λNbsd = 48 nm
47,86. The spin diffusion
length in Pt, λPtsd , is difficult to determine unambiguously be-
cause of the presence of SOC98, however the range of values
is 1nm < λPtsd < 14nm
98–100. Moreover, this spin diffusion
length is expected to vary with the Pt layer thickness100. The
presence of spin-orbit coupling in Pt can affect the measure-
ments of the spin diffusion length101. In the following, we
assume that the Nso layer spin diffusion length is the same as
the value for bulk Pt, λNso = 14 nm101.
In the following, we focus on spin-orbit scattering and set
τm = 0. This is appropriate for experiments on devices with
pure chemical elements under controlled conditions which
implies a small magnetic impurity scattering rate43. More-
over, the strong intrinsic SOC in the Pt layer may imply that
spin-orbit scattering is stronger than magnetic spin-flip scat-
tering. The inclusion of magnetic impurity scattering does not
qualitatively change the results we present, apart from an ad-
ditional decrease of the Tc of the structure. For simplicity, we
consider spin-flip processes only inside the S and Nso layers,
and neglect spin-flip processes in the F layer, λFso = 0.
In Fig. 12 a) we show the profile of the spin supercurrent in
the F/S/Nso trilayer for the parameter set C. It can be seen that
the spin supercurrent remains constant inside the S layer96,97,
however its magnitude depends on the amount of spin-flip
scattering and on the thickness of the superconducting layer.
This is due to the fact that the spin-current is produced non-
locally at both interfaces of the structure and the spin needs
to stay coherent between the interfaces in order for a torque
to be established between the magnetizations in the adjacent
materials on both sides. Thus, the magnitude of the spin su-
percurrent decreases with decreasing spin diffusion length.
In Fig. 12 b), we show the dependence of the magnitude of
the spin supercurrent on the Landau parameter G for param-
eter set C) and for various spin diffusion lengths in the S and
Nso layers. The effect of spin-flip processes is very similar for
parameter set B). The main effect of spin-flip scattering is to
shift the threshold value Gth for the Landau parameter to val-
ues closer to the paramagnet instability. This effect is directly
related to the destruction of the spin-triplet correlations in the
trilayer. Consequently, the spin magnetization amplitude in
the Nso layer decreases and its amplification to suitable values
only occurs for higher threshold values Gth. In the toy cal-
culation presented in section III B 1, the value of β0 decreases
with the spin diffusion length which implies an increase of the
magnitude of Gth. Moreover, the destruction of spin-triplet
correlation leads a decrease of the magnitude of spin current
in the S layer.
V. DISCUSSION
Our results provide a clear scenario to generate long-range
spin-triplet correlation in F/S/Nso systems where the Nso is a
normal metal with Fermi liquid interaction and intrinsic spin-
orbit coupling at equilibrium. The short-range spin-triplet cor-
relations generated at the F/S interface decays inside the S
layer over the superconducting coherence length ξ0. At the
S/Nso interface and in the Nso layer, these short-range corre-
lations are transformed by the spin rotation process induced
by the SOC. The Fermi liquid interactions then induce an
exchange field inside the Nso layer which (a) amplifies the
long-range correlations intensity in all the F/S/Nso trilayer and
(b) is misaligned with the magnetization in F. We find that
these long-range correlations are more intense at small S layer
thicknesses and we argue that these long-range correlations
participate to the injected spin current measured in the FMR
experiment43.
From the equations (12) and the expression (14), one ob-
tains linearized Usadel equations for the singlet and triplet
components which are valid close to Tc. In this regime, the
relations f ≈ −2piiγ hold where f is the anomalous Green
function. The linearized Usadel equations in the Nso layer
for the singlet and triplet components of the anomalous Green
functions are
∂ 2x fs = 2iD [ f tν − fsE]
∂ 2x f t +4Ax×∂x f t +4∑k Ak× (Ak× f t) = 2iD [ fsν − f tE] .
(32)
From the equation (32), we can deduce the general condi-
tion for the SOC field symmetry that can produce long-range
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triplet correlations. If we consider that only f Zt triplet com-
ponent initially exists in the Nso layer (and constitutes the
short-range triplet correlations), we can deduce from the term
4Ax× ∂x f t in the equation (32), that any spin-orbit field in-
volving a nonzero component of the SOC field vector Ax
can produce long-range triplet correlations f Xt and f
Y
t . From
the second term 4∑k [Ak× (Ak× f t)] in the equation (32),
long-range triplet correlations f Xt and f
Y
t can be produced
from short-range triplet correlations f Zt if the SOC field ex-
hibits components such that Ay ∼ (α,0,1) or ∼ (0,α,1) or
Az ∼ (α,0,1) or ∼ (0,α,1) or linear combinations of those.
From the above conditions, one can deduce that a spin-orbit
coupling of the Rashba type, which involves SOC field of
the form Ax = 0, Ay = (0,0,α), Az = (0,−α,0), or of a lin-
ear Dresselhaus type, which involves SOC field of the form
Ax = 0, Ay = (0,β ,0), Az = (0,0,−β ), cannot produce LR
triplet correlations in any obvious way at perfect (single crys-
talline) interfaces. Note that a bulk Dresselhaus coupling is
of third order in the momentum, and a linear Dresselhaus
coupling can only appear for very thin films where the x-
component of the momentum is quantized. This is clearly not
the case for the setup we consider where the Nso layer thick-
ness is of the order of the superconducting coherence length.
Therefore, although a SOC field involving both Rashba and
linear Dresselhaus SOC is of the form Ay = (0,β ,α) and
Az = (0,−α,−β ) which can produce LR triplet correlations
f Yt , this is not a likely mechanism for the FMR experiment.
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In the F/S/Nso trilayer, the physics is driven by the F/S and
the S/Nso interfaces. The short-range triplet correlations f Zt
are produced at the F/S interfaces while the LR correlations
are produced at the S/Nso interface. Therefore, a careful study
of the boundary conditions, especially at the S/Nso interface, is
needed to understand the physics of the F/S/Nso trilayer. From
the expression (16), the boundary conditions at the S/Nso in-
terface for the singlet and triplet components are given by
[ fs,t ]
S = [ fs,t ]
Nso
σS [∂x fs]S = σNso [∂x fs]
Nso
σS
[
∂x f Xt
]S
= σNso
[
∂x f Xt +2
(
AYx f
Z
t −AZx f Yt
)]Nso
σS
[
∂x f Yt
]S
= σNso
[
∂x f Yt +2
(
AZx f
X
t −AXx f Zt
)]Nso
σS
[
∂x f Zt
]S
= σNso
[
∂x f Zt +2
(
AXx f
Y
t −AYx f Xt
)]Nso
(33)
where [ fs]
A refers to the singlet anomalous Green functions
on the A side of the interface and
[
f it
]A refers to the triplet
anomalous Green functions in the i spin direction on the A
side of the interface and the SOC field vector is given by Ax =
(AXx ,A
Y
x ,A
Z
x ). In our study, we consider a SOC field vector of
the form Ax = (α,0,0) which simplifies the equations (33) to
[ fs,t ]
S = [ fs,t ]
Nso
σS [∂x fs]S = σNso [∂x fs]
Nso
σS
[
∂x f Xt
]S
= σNso
[
∂x f Xt
]Nso
σS
[
∂x f Yt
]S
= σNso
[
∂x f Yt −2α f Zt
]Nso
σS
[
∂x f Zt
]S
= σNso
[
∂x f Zt +2α f Yt
]Nso
(34)
Here, we can distinguish two regimes. For a zero Landau pa-
rameter (G=0), the induced exchange field in the Nso layer
vanishes and we learn from the Usadel equations in the super-
conducting layer that the derivative of f Yt triplet correlations
vanishes at the S/Nso interface,
[
∂x f Yt
]S
= 0. In this regime,
the absence of induced exchange field in the Nso layer implies
that the magnitude of f Yt triplet correlations is negligible at
the S/Nso interface,
[
f Yt
]S ≈ 0. Both conditions impose a con-
straint on the derivative of the triplet components at the Nso
interface which take the form[
∂x f Yt
]Nso = 2α [ f Zt ]Nso
σS
[
∂x f Zt
]S ≈ σNso [∂x f Zt ]Nso (35)
The relations (35) are only valid when both the f Yt triplet cor-
relations and its derivative vanish in the superconductor at the
S/Nso interface. In this regime, we observe that the f Zt triplet
component directly controls the derivative of the f Yt compo-
nent. However, these conditions does not hold if an exchange
field is induced in the Nso layer. In this case, the magnitude of
f Yt and f
Z
t triplet correlations are affected by the spin-mixing
process. Therefore, for a non-zero Landau parameter, G 6= 0,
we have two distinct regimes. In the regime where the inverse
proximity effect is weak (for |G|< |Gth|), the conditions (35)
still apply and the amount of LR and SR triplet correlations
produced in the Nso remains small. On the other hand, for
higher values of the Landau parameter, |G| > |Gth|, the spin-
mixing process coming from the appearance of a misaligned
Landau mean field ν in the Nso layer implies that the condi-
tions (35) are no more valid. In this case, an inverse proxim-
ity effect appears and both the f Yt triplet correlations and its
derivative no longer vanish at the S/Nso interface. This result
emphasizes the crucial role of the inverse proximity effect on
the physics of the F/S/Nso trilayer.
Regarding the FMR experiment, the most straightforward
explanation would be to have a spin-orbit coupling with a
nonzero component of the vector Ax, which is the one rele-
vant for current transport in x-direction. One could expect to
produce an out-of-plane coupling from the spin-orbit torque
originating from the FMR-induced magnetization precession
in the F layer102,103. It has been demonstrated that a non-
equilibrium situation induces such an out-of-plane component
to SOC for both Rashba and Dresselhaus SOC102,103. We es-
timate that in our case this effect would be negligibly small,
due to the tiny tip angles for the precessing magnetization
in the FMR experiment. In the FMR experiment, the spin-
polarized chemical potential induced by the F layer precession
is proportional to the FMR frequency fFMR (around 20GHz).
For these frequencies, FMR produces a spin-resolved chem-
ical potential much smaller than the superconducting gap
h fFMR  ∆0. Therefore, we expect that the main qualitative
picture of the FMR experiment43 is captured already at the
level of an equilibrium picture.
For interfacial Rashba spin-orbit interactions to be effec-
tive, the interface needs to exhibit mesoscopic facets which
are misaligned within the average interface plane. This would
then produce a non-zero component of Ax. In this case, al-
though the Rashba SO field averaged over the interface has
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its spins all perpendicular to the X-direction, this is not the
case on a scale comparable to the superconducting coherence
length. It is therefore natural to assume that an out-of-plane
component is present in an appreciable fraction of the inter-
face area. A perfect interface, on the other hand, would in this
case be detrimental to the effect. Alternatively, a bulk intrin-
sic spin-orbit interaction with a nonzero Ax would always be
sufficient for the effect to occur.
Note that the specific form of SOC in Eq. (9) is not the only
one that can provide long-range spin-triplet correlations. For
example, our results do not change if we consider a SOC of the
form Ax = (0,α,0). In this case, the long-range spin-triplet
correlations are spin-polarized along the x-axis and the addi-
tional spin magnetization in the Nso layer orients along the
x-axis. With this, the spin current is spin-polarized along the
y-axis. The results presented in sections III and IV would be
the same with the appropriate re-naming of spin-coordinates.
Other forms of spin-orbit coupling could also provide a finite
spin-current.
Our study provides a mechanism for generation of long-
range spin-triplet correlation in an F/S/Nso trilayer. Therefore,
the injection of a spin current via an F layer magnetization pre-
cession can lead to the transport of spin current via spin-triplet
Cooper pairs across S. The opening of this triplet channel be-
low Tc could explain the increase of the injected spin current in
the FMR experiment in Pt/Nb/Py/Nb/Pt pentalayers43. These
spin-triplet correlations are strong, especially at low tempera-
ture.
The onset of spin-triplet correlation strongly depends on the
Landau parameter value G. We expect the value of the Landau
parameter to be reasonably close to the paramagnet instability
in Pt, Ta, W or Pd. These elements exhibit a paramagnet spin
susceptibility at a low temperature that exhibit a strong Stoner
enhancement (≈ 3.9 in Pt). This value is appropriate for bulk
Pt but could be higher if the Pt is confined in a thin layer100.
Our calculations demonstrate that such a metal is a good can-
didate for the appearance of long-range triplet correlations in
F/S/Nso trilayers. The exact value of the Landau parameter in
Pt is not known and may also depend on the thickness of the Pt
layer55. In the FMR experiment43, the Pt layer is thin and the
G value might be enhanced above its bulk value. Spin-orbit
scattering essentially moves the threshold for the magnitude
of the Landau parameter G to higher values. The inclusion of
spin-flip scattering is important to explain the physics of spin-
pumping and the non-equilibrium properties of such multilay-
ers. Here, we demonstrate that the triplet channel below Tc is
not destroyed by modest amounts of spin-flip processes. As
the induced magnetism in metals like Pt, Ta, W, or Pd can be
enhanced below Tc, the existence of such a channel is defi-
nitely a good candidate to explain the FMR experiments.
The dependence of our mechanism on the boundary con-
ditions provides the possibility to design two experiments to
test our mechanism. The first experiment should be to add
an insulator at the S/F interface implying the S/F interface to
be in the tunneling limit. In this limit, the magnitude of the
spin mixing and the amplitude of the short-range triplet corre-
lations should decrease in the trilayer. Therefore, our theory
predicts that the effect to disappear. The second experiment
would be to add a small insulating layer at the S/Nso inter-
face only. In this case, the short-range triplet correlation pro-
duced at the S/F interface should have the same intensity as
in the non-tunneling limit. However, our model predicts that
the magnitude of the long-range triplet correlations should be
weakened. Our predictions of the S and Nso thickness de-
pendence of the long-range triplet correlations agrees with the
thickness dependence of the injected spin current in the FMR
experiment43.
Moreover, our study provides a guideline for the choice of
the materials composing a multilayer. Indeed, we demon-
strate that heavy atom metals close to a paramagnetic insta-
bility which are subject to strong Fermi-liquid interactions
and spin-orbit coupling can completely change the physics of
such multilayer by inducing non-locally Fermi-liquid mean
fields across superconducting spacers. The inclusion of heavy
atom metals and their particular properties can change also the
properties of Josephson junction104.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that spin-orbit coupling in conjunc-
tion with Fermi-liquid interactions in an Nso layer when cou-
pled via a superconducting spacer to a ferromagnet gives rise
to a non-locally induced exchange field in the normal layer
that is misaligned with the magnetization in the ferromagnet,
and thus leads to an equilibrium spin-torque giving rise to pure
spin currents. These spin currents are carried by equal-spin
triplet pairs that are long-range in the ferromagnet. The in-
duced magnetism and the long-range triplet correlation are
driven by the S/F proximity effect and the SOC in the Nso
layer. Our results give a possible explanation for a recent FMR
experiment in such structures43. We demonstrate that the ef-
fect survives the presence of reasonable spin-flip processes in
the S and Nso layers. Our results demonstrate that Fermi liquid
interactions, which in bulk materials lead usually to renormal-
ization on a quantitative level, can lead to drastic qualitative
changes in non-local situations that dominate the physics of
superconducting spintronics. We anticipate such phenomena
to play an important role in the future design of superconduct-
ing spintronics devices.
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